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Hello

In this eBook, we turn once again to a vital part of the additive manufacturing
industry: AM services.
Providing a full picture of AM services is an undoubtedly tricky task—the market
of AM service providers is incredibly varied, covering as many materials, technologies and applications as exist. Our goal has therefore been to highlight
and present a number of topics that illustrate this diversity.
In the following pages, we provide exclusive insights about the metal AM services market (from 3dpbm Research’s recent report on Metal AM), an insightful
interview with aerospace AM service provider Morf3D on its strategy for industrializing metal AM, the new direction that Quickparts is taking with its services
platform, an exploration of how Equispheres’ aluminum powder is creating
opportunities for services, and finally a guest piece by Markus Seibold, Vice
President Additive Manufacturing at Siemens Energy and Materials Solutions,
about AM’s role in spare part production.

Tess Boissonneault
Editor in Chief, 3dpbm
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Newsletter
Join over 10,000 professionals and get AM industry
insights sent directly to your inbox every week.
Carefully curated by our editors, our weekly newsletter
keeps executives, engineers and end-users updated on
the AM developments that really matter.
Check out an example or sign up to join them.

ANALYSIS

Shaping the metal AM
factories of tomorrow
Service providers are positioning themselves as a transitional
step towards digital additive mass production
Image: ExOne

Metal AM service providers represent a key transitional

Stratasys Direct Manufacturing, which acquired two

step to evolve metal AM from its current status as niche

large AM service providers (Harvest Technologies and

prototyping technology and small-batch production

Solid Concepts) in 2014, and 3D Systems On Demand

technology to digital serial production and, eventually,

Manufacturing close the top 5 list. Just this month, 3D

mass production.

Systems On Demand business became a stand alone
company under the previously used brand Quickparts,

It is no coincidence that, after the largest 3D software

after acquisition by equity firm Trilantic North Amer-

companies, such as Autodesk, Dassault Systémes and

ica. Both Stratasys Direct and Quickparts offer metal

Ansys, the largest AM service providers that have intro-

AM capabilities using mainly L-PBF technology. Falcon-

duced production capabilities, such as BEAM-IT, Proto

tech, sixth company by revenues, is a Chinese metal AM

Labs, Materialise and even Shapeways, are among

service pure player, leveraging primarily metal L-PBF

the AM companies that have attracted the largest

technology from SLM Solutions and Farsoon. The

investments and best performed in the stock market

seventh place is occupied by Oerlikon, a large metal

in recent years.

material provider headquartered in Switzerland with

Top 10 Metal AM Services

major metal AM operations in both Europe (where it
acquired metal AM service provider Citim) and the US.

In the recently published report on Metal AM market

The next company is Protolabs, a major digital man-

opportunities and trends, 3dpbm Research conducted

ufacturing outsourcing service provider which offers

a survey to provide an accurate snapshot of the still

metal AM services with 35 machines installed. French

young and fragmented metal AM services segment.

AM service provider PolyShape, which was acquired by
metal AM hardware manufacturer AddUp, is the largest

Out of a total of 142 metal AM services surveyed, Italy’s

in France and ninth globally in terms of revenues. The

BEAMIT, which provides services mainly to the aero-

10th company on this list was UK-based 3T. After a dif-

space, automotive and medical sectors and houses over

ficult 2020 and acquisition by BEAMIT this spot is now

50 metal PBF 3D printers (combining the total from both

taken by rising star Morf3D, which specializes in metal

companies), was the largest in the world in 2020. This

AM for the aerospacesector. Other companies in this

was before completing its acquisition of 3T, which has

space with significant growth potential include Siemens

reinforced this position.

Materials Solutions, Sauber Engineering and KAM.

Metal additive manufacturing services provided by

Types of Metal AM Service Providers

Chinese metal laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) hardware manufacturer Bright Laser Technologies (currently

The metal AM production services segment is still

using over 100 systems to provide metal AM produc-

largely made up of small and medium-size enterprises.

tions services) made it the second largest company for

The fastest growing metal AM service companies today

revenues. Toolcraft, the largest metal AM service pro-

are usually AM hardware providers (such as 3D Systems,

vider in Germany in terms of revenues, has grown into

Stratasys Digital Metal, ExOne) or digital manufacturing

the third largest metal AM service provider globally

outsourcing service providers and networks (such as

by offering both L-PBF and direct energy deposition

Protolabs, Xometry, Materialise, Jabil, Siemens Mate-

(DED) capabilities (among other production technol-

rials Solutions) that offer metal AM services as part of

ogies), which enable the German company to handle

a full suite of digital production services that include

high-cost projects.

other AM processes or non-AM processes.
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In the past three years we’ve
started to see the emergence
of full-size metal additive
manufacturing factories
Design and prototyping services

Large metal AM services and AM factories

Metal AM first emerged as a rapid prototyping and

The past three year period has started to see the emer-

tooling technology. Today the majority of metal 3D

gence of full-size metal AM factories. These are offered

printing services derive from the pioneers who first

by firms that run at least 10 metal AM systems, includ-

brought metal 3D printers in house to complement

ing large-format, high-throughput production systems.

other technologies. These types of firms usually own

These firms, of which only about two dozen are present

less than three small-format metal AM systems and

globally today, have developed advanced expertise

are gradually expanding their AM capabilities to offer

in outsourcing of serial production capabilities, with

low-batch AM production along with prototypes and

advanced expertise in full AM production workflows,

tools. Often these firms generate added value through

which include highly automated AM production lines,

DfAM (design for additive manufacturing) and consul-

from material handling to part finishing. This class of

tancy services, leveraging their extensive experience in

firms has capabilities for the production of several

producing AM parts.

thousand parts per year, and is characterized by being

Small and medium specialized
metal AM service providers
Companies that own between 3 and 10 metal AM systems are categorized in 3dpbm Research’s report as

largely application agnostic, catering to demands of
clients across aerospace, automotive, medical, tooling,
industrial parts, energy and consumer products sectors.

Metal material manufacturers
offering AM services

specialized metal AM service providers. These are companies that are able to offer some level of serial metal

Another key trend that emerged in recent years saw

AM part production in batches of up to a few hundred

some of the largest metal AM materials manufacturers

or low thousand parts per year. In general, these firms

establish internal metal AM production facilities.

offer AM production capabilities along with either polymer AM or other subtractive and formative production

Relevant examples include Carpenter Technolo-

services. The key added value is in expertise through

gies, GKN Additive, Oerlikon, Heraeus, Höganäs and

the entire digital production workflow, advanced engi-

others. In order to bring some AM production capa-

neering services, NDT capabilities, part inspection and

bilities in-house Sandvik, a major metal AM materials

post-processing capabilities.

manufacturer, acquired a stake in BEAMIT, which (after

Protolabs is a major digital manufacturing outsourcing service provider
that offers metal AM services with 35 machines installed.
Image: Protolabs

acquiring its competitor Zare) is today the largest
pure-player metal AM service provider in terms of pro-

AM hardware providers
and service networks

duction capabilities.
From the start, some of the largest metal AM service
This investment brings multiple benefits: on the one

providers have been the hardware manufacturers. In

hand it enables metal AM manufacturers to capitalize

particular, AM industry leaders 3D Systems and Strata-

on their investments in AM-specific atomization pro-

sys have been offering metal AM production capabilities

duction lines by marketing high-added value AM parts

through their respective Stratasys Direct Manufacturing

produced with internally sourced materials. In doing so

and 3D Systems on Demand Manufacturing.

they also develop unique know-how and expertise in
the different metal AM processes which is used to fine

In China, metal hardware manufacturer Bright Laser

tune the development and tailoring of new AM-pro-

Technologies is emerging as one of the largest metal

cess-specific metal alloys.

AM services providers globally, while specialized service

9

Chinese company Bright Laser Technologies currently uses over 100 systems to provide metal AM production services.
Image: Bright Laser Technologies

provider Falcontech has grown into a major firm in this

to OEMs in large industrial sectors such as aerospace,

segment through a key partnership with hardware pro-

automotive, energy, industrial parts or specialized sup-

vider Farsoon. Other online digital production service

pliers for the medical and dental sectors. These are

providers, such as Xometry and Hubs (formerly 3D Hubs

firms that have invested in developing a specific know-

and now owned by Protolabs) have focused specifically

how in the use of AM for their reference sectors. They

on creating online digital manufacturing networks lever-

provide metal AM services to their OEM of tier 1 client

aging the power of advanced algorithms for calculating

as well as produce parts additively to sell to their clients.

the final cost of a metal AM part based on part weight,
complexity and material type.

Vertical AM part suppliers

This is a short summary from 3dpbm Research’s
170-page report on Metal AM. To learn more about production capabilities, revenue opportunities and specific
volumes of parts produced and materials consumed

The final category, only marginally included here, is

by metal AM service providers in 2020, with 10-year

represented by vertical-segment-specific AM parts sup-

forecasts through 2030, see the full 3dpbm Research

pliers. These firms are usually tier-1 and tier-2 suppliers

Metal AM Opportunities and Trends report. ◆

ACQUISITIONS

A new direction for Quickparts
CEO Ziad Abou discusses the recent acquisition of 3D Systems’ On
Demand Manufacturing business and where the company is now headed
Image: Quickparts | 3D Systems

In September 2021, middle-market private equity firm

customer success capabilities in every market we serve.

Trilantic North America completed the acquisition of

We are also planning to expand our collaborations and

3D Systems’ On Demand Manufacturing business, a

partnerships with leading materials and systems pro-

deal that was first announced in June. The acquisition

viders to ensure that we can deliver the most relevant

prompted the renaming of the business to Quickparts—

and compelling value proposition to our customers.”

its original name prior to its takeover by 3D Systems in
2011. Steering the ship of the reborn Quickparts is Ziad

On the agenda right now is making life simple for

Abou, a tenured industry pioneer who will operate as

existing customers while also laying the groundwork

CEO of the company, and we spoke to him about his

for expansion: Abou anticipates production dou-

plans and expectations for the business.

bling “every couple of years” from its current output
of more than seven million parts per year. “First and

Ziad Abou started out in 3D printing some 28 years ago

foremost, we are focusing on meeting the needs of

with the founding of his own service bureau in France.

our customers during this transition from 3D Systems

In 2010, he sold his two on-demand parts companies

to a standalone Quickparts business,” he says. “Con-

to 3D Systems and then spent the following nine years

currently, we are planning to expand the range of our

helping to build the 3D Systems On Demand Manufac-

manufacturing technologies, materials and services

turing business across the world. “Having spent nearly

well beyond our current state, by curating and investing

three decades as a pioneer and operator in this indus-

in the most compelling polymer and metal additive and

try, I can clearly see how we can unlock the full potential

traditional technologies and by delivering advanced

of Quickparts as a standalone business,” he says.

digital workflows.”

Quickparts was acquired by 3D Systems in 2011, and its

Throughout its various incarnations, Quickparts

impact has resounded in the decade since: the business

has been known primarily for rapid prototyping,

is recognized as an on-demand manufacturing pioneer

low-volume manufacturing, appearance models and

and the originator of online instant quoting technol-

percussion castings, using both additive and traditional

ogy. The acquisition and rebranding of the former 3D
Systems business represents both a new beginning
and a revival, and this, according to Abou, was a stra-

Quickparts CEO Ziad Abou.

tegic decision: “The Quickparts brand—as a leading

Image: Quickparts

on-demand digital manufacturing service provider
globally—comes with significant name recognition and
brand equity that we decided to honor and build upon.”
But while the name might be a nod to the past, Abou’s
plans for the company are both forward-thinking and
ambitious. “We plan to make Quickparts a leading destination that supports product companies throughout
every phase of their product lifecycle as their on-demand manufacturing partner,” he says. “To achieve that,
we are investing in upgrading our cloud-based digital
stack, expanding our traditional and additive manufacturing fleet and expanding our online and enterprise
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manufacturing technologies. In terms of its reach, it is a

experienced team of operators and leaders, many of

leading supplier for a diverse range of industrial, con-

whom I had the pleasure to work with in the past,” he

sumer, automotive and aerospace companies, mostly in

says. “Equally, I am excited to work with Trilantic and

North America and the EMEA region. However, Abou

other industry veterans that invested in and believe in

sees opportunities in other geographical markets and

Quickparts bright future on our newly formed board

also expects the company to target new verticals within

of directors. And I plan to attract few more kindred

existing markets: “As a standalone company, we plan

spirits to join our Quickparts leadership team in key

to leverage our deep knowledge and domain expertise

roles to ensure that we are laser-focused on helping

and make it attractive for more small-, medium- and

our customers win.”

large-scale enterprises to lean on us for their product
development and supply chain needs.”

With new ownership and an old name, Quickparts
can be a key player in AM services for years to come.

In terms of possible company restructure, Abou

“I am thrilled and humbled to be leading Quickparts

expects to cherry-pick new talent rather than oversee

through its next phase of growth and see a bright

a drastic overhaul. “Quickparts is fortunate to have an

future,” Abou says. ◆

Following 3D Systems’ On Demand Manufacturing’s acquisition by Trilantic
North America, the service was renamed Quickparts.
Image: Quickparts | 3D Systems
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At the crossroads of digital and
physical, the dawn of a revolution
Shapeways’ dream of enabling ideas to become physical products is
now ready to scale: CEO Greg Kress explains what happens next
Image: Shapeways

When Shapeways was founded in 2007, very few

250 customers represent 60% of revenues the company

people, perhaps not even its three founders, could

is delivering to a multitude of different clients. These

truly envision how the company would have evolved.

capabilities, beyond the ability to offer a multitude of

Even those who understood back then the potential of

different AM technologies, are what Kress believes

AM, to become a democratizing, distributed manufac-

makes for Shapeways’ winning proposition.

turing technology, could foresee how that long term
vision was going to be realized. Now that Shapeways

Major AM service providers such as Shapeways are

has grown into a multi-million-dollar public company,

enabling the AM revolution of production, by allowing

and will receive $100 million from going public via a

their clients to enter the AM market without any initial

SPAC merger with Galileo Acquisition Corp, to invest

CapEx. At the same time they provide extended addi-

in further scaling its global operations, it’s time to ask

tive production capabilities to those clients who have

ourselves what is going to happen next. And who better

already internalized some AM productivity. Because

to ask than Gregg Kress, the company’s CEO, who has

its infrastructure has been optimized over the past

a very clear idea of how Shapeways will leverage its

decade, Shapeways can do so at much lower costs

unique position, in global additive mass production,

while also representing a key opportunity for AM hard-

distributed and on-demand manufacturing, to ignite

ware manufacturers as major and first adopters of their

the next phase of growth.

newest technologies.

“It’s not just about the specific AM technologies that

“When a company considers using AM, they need to

we are able to use,” Greg begins. “I have been with

figure out which technology is best for them and take

the company since 2018 but Shapeways had already

the risk of committing to it for at least ten years in order

done incredibly well in investing over a hundred million

to get a good ROI,” Kress explains. “It will take them 12

dollars in CaPEx to build a powerful manufacturing foot-

to 18 months to get to scale and they are not going to

print. What the company did realize very quickly is that it

have optimal levels of efficiency because they need to

is very challenging to have low volume production with

develop and implement a powerful software platform

good economics, so they began to build an incredible
digitized end-to-end manufacturing process. The software that they built controls the ordering process, file
corrections, back and forth communication, customers,
and all the automated routing associated with both our

AM service Shapeways was founded in 2007 and has
grown into a multi-million-dollar public company.
Image: Shapeways

internal manufacturing and our outsourced manufacturing. We can handle all the pre-production capabilities
using software to make all of these decisions.”

Winning proposition
This digital infrastructure allowed Shapeways to produce over 21 million parts to date and implement a wide
range of capabilities with optimal KPIs, 99% percent
on time delivery and a less than one percent complaint
rate. All this considering that the company is typically
delivering directly to the end customer. So while the top
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It is very challenging to have low-volume
production with good economics, so
[Shapeways] began to build an incredible
digitized end-to-end manufacturing process
to manage their AM platforms. So they start working

approach works better in our field because manufactur-

with us and end up using multiple technologies and

ing is hard and it helps us continue to improve our own

many different materials from what they had initially

capabilities. We’re now able to get very high levels of

envisioned. Even when they choose to insource they

printability and very good quality products delivered

still use Shapeways’ software to run their business and

to customers on a regular basis.”

get access to long tail materials and overflow capacity.
This shows that it’s all about how you truly deliver the

It is also interesting that Greg Kress’ own experience

low-volume, high-mix production at scale. Something

combines several years at GE in industrial manufactur-

that Shapeways is now able to achieve at a very high

ing, with engineering and supply chain management

40 percent gross margin, which goes up to 55% for our

roles, as well as a previous experience in a fully digital

internal manufacturing.”

company. “The combination of these experiences is

Breaking digital barriers

what I think drove me to Shapeways,” he admits. “Manufacturing is a market that has not been fully digitized
yet and the potential for value creation is in the trillions

With these concepts and ideas, Shapeways is blurring

of dollars. Shapeways in a very interesting place to lead

the lines between physical and digital, looking to imple-

this transition. Fortune 100 companies, all the way down

ment digital exponential growth to a physical business.
One company that comes to mind that was able to
achieve this combination to some extent is Amazon

Greg Kress, CEO of Shapeways.

and it’s ironic that in past this website published an April

Image: Shapeways

Fool’s story imagining a hypothetical take over. Now the
joke may be on us as Shapeways could be looking to
compete with Amazon sometime in the future.
“Amazon is a good example of a company that scaled
digitally however I think of our software platform as
more similar to Shopify,” Mr. Kress says and explains:
“Shopify and Amazon have different strategies. Amazon
wants to own the customer, own the brand, and they
want to use others to support it. Shopify, on the other
hand, offers technological support to small business
owners. Likewise, Shapeways wants to provide its software capabilities to small manufacturers. I think that this

To date, Shapeways has leveraged its extensive capabilities to deliver 21 million parts to customers.
Image: Shapeways

to individuals and small entrepreneurs, come to us to

with our biggest customers,” Kress confirms. “The third

leverage our capabilities. It’s a fantastic opportunity if

thing is that it allows us to reach a lot of smaller niche

you think that still today there could be as many as 90%

added manufacturers that can now more easily become

of small to midsize manufacturers, generating between

part of Shapeways umbrella. Finally, as we expect that

5 and 20 million in yearly revenue, operate offline, with

there will be major investments made in manufactur-

a narrow set of manufacturing capabilities, low level of

ing over the next five years, we are going to develop

digitization to control cost of quality, asset utilization,

broader manufacturing capabilities that also include

and employee efficiencies.”

digitization of more traditional manufacturing and fin-

Scaling

ishing processes. If you look at some of our competitors
in the on-demand manufacturing space, most of their
revenue comes from traditional manufacturing. We are

This combination of digital and physical, internal and

going to also offer that to become a one-stop partner

external manufacturing and mass customized pro-

for some of our larger industrial clients.”

duction led Shapeways to deliver 21 million parts to
customers to date. Now the company is entering a new

Ultimately, Shapeways goal is to drive the digitaliza-

phase of its existence, by going public on the NYSE

tion of manufacturing enabling other manufacturers to

(ticker: SHPW) and raking in over $100 million to invest

digitize their own processes. The company will allow

in scaling. “Besides the huge infusion of capital, going

others to leverage it software over time, to get access

public drove a ton of public validation for us, specifically

to new capabilities, digitize their own businesses, and
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move online. But, as more and more companies imple-

Allowing others to use Shapeways software to see

ment fully digital manufacturing processes how will

positive ROI in the adoption of AM means they will be

Shapeways maintain its edge and ensure that clients

making more investments in AM to the benfit of every-

will continue to use its core additive manufactur-

one in this space. At the same time Shapeways expects

ing capabilities?

to see more and more of a long tail on overflow capacity from Shapeways. And this has to do with Shapeways

Kress doesn’t seem preoccupied. He mentions the

very practical experience of achieving the fullest density

example of an automotive customer that has already

of the build space in production PBF systems.

adopted additive. They have multiple internal AM
production cells; two or three different technologies

“Our asset utilization is double that of some of our cus-

and they use maybe five different materials. And they

tomers. Our labor efficiency is also double because

manage the entire process with emails, thumb drives,

we have the same amount of labor on the machine and

and Excel spreadsheets. “They look at their cost struc-

our material utilization is also better,” Mr. Kress states.

ture and it’s double our price in the same solution.

“We’re best in class at reusing and recycling pow-

So not only do they want to adopt our software and

ders. So when you start to look at the cost model, it is

use our software to run their production, but what our

often more cost-effective to outsource it to Shapeways

software also enables them to do is expand the tech-

because of our size, scale, volume, and level of variabil-

nologies and materials that they can offer internally to

ity, which gives them huge benefits that they would not

their engineers, using Shapeways to fulfill the long tail

be able to achieve internally. But if they want to do it

of manufacturing requirements.”

internally, we can help them with that too.” ◆

Shapeways’ goal is to drive the digitalization of manufacturing, ultimately
enabling other manufacturers to digitize their own processes.
Image: Shapeways
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OP-ED

Aluminum can be as easy as titanium
The time has come for aluminum as a cost-effective, consistent and
reliable solution for additive manufacturing service providers
By Doug Brouse, VP of Strategic Partners and Alliances, Equispheres

Image: Equispheres

When it comes to material selection for metal additive

Aluminum alloys were of particular interest as they have

manufacturing, aluminum and titanium share some key

a high strength-to-weight ratio (making them suitable

attributes. Both are light, strong and corrosion resistant.

for aerospace and lightweight cars) and aluminum is the

In the past, their differences became evident once they

second most used industrial metal. Sadly, this vision did

were used in a 3D printer. While titanium tended to

not materialize.

be quite robust to process, aluminum was notoriously
difficult to print reliably, and therefore qualified param-

Users discovered that their favorite aluminum alloys (e.g.

eters tended to be limited. As a result, many additive

6061, 7075, 2024) could not effectively be 3D printed, as

manufacturing applications more suited to aluminum

these materials were prone to cracking when additively

have often been produced from titanium, despite the

manufactured. As a result, the industry had to accept

higher material cost.

the lower-performing casting alloys, such as A357, for
additive processes. Compounding the alloy selection

However, some new aluminum powders can achieve

limitations, these available aluminum feedstocks had

similar AM processing qualities to titanium, providing

two major drawbacks:

much wider processing windows and reliable prints.
These improvements give service bureaus more feed-

• They produced a wide standard deviation with

stock options. The availability of high-performing

regard to key mechanical properties of the

aluminum powder also has other significant impli-

finished parts, which negatively impacted the

cations for service bureaus. Most importantly, these

a-basis design allowable achievable by these ma-

materials can achieve higher build rates than traditional

terials and reduced their appeal to the aerospace

aluminum powders and can reduce the cost of pro-

sector; and

ducing an aluminum part by 50% with no impact on
mechanical qualities.

• They were finicky and had to be printed slowly, which drove up the cost per part, making

Higher production rates and lower production costs

metal AM economically unfeasible for most

provide AM service providers an opportunity to win

applications.

more business and offer lower prices to customers.

The hope vs. the reality
of aluminum in AM

Fig. 1 - Traditional AlSi10Mg powder
Image: Equispheres

About five years ago, metal AM began to make substantial inroads for both medical and aerospace
applications. There was considerable enthusiasm in
the industry, as additive technology was being used
to make production aerospace components and artificial joints. The main material used was titanium, along
with a few other exotic materials, such as Inconel™ and
cobalt chrome alloys.
Industry experts were predicting that new alloys for
AM would be quickly developed and widely used.
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“Some aluminum powders can
achieve particle characteristics
that meet and exceed those of
titanium powder.”
At the time, the AM industry had to accept an inefficient

traditional aluminum AlSi10Mg powder. Compare that

and substandard casting alloy with unreliable perfor-

with the similar image of Ti-6Al-4V titanium provided

mance characteristics.

in Figure 2. As shown, the aluminum powder has a
wide range of particle sizes, oblong shapes, agglom-

Now, as printers are becoming more powerful with

erates and an abundance of “fines”. The Ti powder, on

higher wattage lasers, the quality issues with traditional

the other hand, exhibits greater sphericity and supe-

aluminum powders are becoming even more apparent.

rior morphology. As a result, the Ti powder enables a

Though printers are capable of higher laser energy and

more stable and predictable melt pool which facilitates

thicker layers, these aluminum powders derived from

greater reliable mechanical properties.

casting alloys cannot absorb the higher laser energy
without significant disturbances to the melt pool, result-

Not all aluminum powder is created equal

ing in poor density and part quality.

The problem with aluminum powder

That said, some aluminum powders can achieve particle characteristics that meet and exceed those of Ti
powder. Equispheres, for example, uses a patent-pend-

The reason aluminum powder is so difficult to process

ing atomization process to create a range of aluminum

can be readily seen with a scanning electron micro-

powder alloys that are spherical and free of agglomer-

scope (SEM). Provided in Figure 1 is an image of

ates and fines. These materials also have a thin oxide

Fig. 2 - SEM image of Ti-6Al-4V Titanium

Fig. 3 - Equispheres’ AlSi10Mg powder

Image: Equispheres

Image: Equispheres

Equispheres positions its aluminum powders as beneficial for AM service
bureaus due to faster build rates, lower costs and east of processing.
Image: Equispheres

layer and uniform particle size. Provided in Figure 3 is

fusion depends on the stability of the melt pool.Being

an SEM photo of Equispheres’ aluminum alloy powder.

spherical and uniformly sized, these newer aluminum

Unsurprisingly, this aluminum feedstock exhibits

powders pack more densely and they absorb the laser

processing qualities more akin to those historically

energy evenly and efficiently. This produces a consis-

experienced with titanium.

tent melt pool at a variety of build rates, which enables

Feedstock consistency leads
to faster processing

operators to spread thicker powder layers and increase
scan speed and hatch distances. These characteristics
improve build rates by a factor of 2 to 4.

The new crop of modern, high-performance aluminum

For metal AM services bureaus, these aluminum pow-

powders, created via specialized atomization tech-

ders provide many benefits: ease of processing and

niques, have very different processing characteristics

larger processing windows, faster build rates and

than their predecessors. To fully realize the process-

lower costs, and consistent and reliable mechan-

ing benefits of these newer powders, some materials

ical properties.

science companies are offering engineering assistance to smooth the transition and ensure the material

By way of example, Precision ADM is a leading ser-

is being used to its full potential. It is understood in

vice bureau located in Canada that manufactures

additive manufacturing that successfully increasing

critical components and devices for the aerospace,

layer thickness and scan speed for laser powder bed

defense, medical, automotive and energy sectors.
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Their customers are demanding so the company needs

• Ease of processing with more than 99.90% den-

to ensure that the powder they work with can meet

sity achieved for processing at 60µm and 80µm

high specifications. In their first evaluations of Equi-

layers.

spheres AlSi10Mg power, they have been able to show

• Faster AlSi10Mg build rates up to at least 45.9

that it is a viable feedstock option for processing at

cm³/hr. when processing at 80µm layers, in com-

60-micron layers with default processing parameters

parison to the 39.20cm³/hr. build rate at 60µm on

on an EOS M290 Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF)

and EOS M290.

machine. In continuing evaluations, they have found
viable processing parameters at 80-micron layers pro-

• Ti6Al4V build rate for 60µm layer processing is at
32.40cm³/hr. for an EOS M290 platform.

viding an increase in build rate. Using the Equispheres
powder on their L-PBF platform has also provided a

Precision ADM and other AM operators are taking

way of finding cost and lead time reduction in compo-

advantage of these new high performance aluminum

nent manufacturing that can then transferred to their

powders. It’s clear that aluminum is once again poised

customer base.

to make inroads in the aerospace, automotive and
defense sectors. This time, aluminum powders have

In summary, the current phase of evaluation has provided the following observations:

been purpose-built to make additive manufacturing
more efficient and reliable. ◆

Equispheres aluminum powder (AlSi10Mg) allows for build rates at least 45.9cm3/hr when processing at 80μm layers.
Image: Equispheres
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How a holistic AM approach can boost
spare parts and service business
Consensus is growing that 3D printers may be in fact a
better spare parts warehouse. Let’s go one step further.
By Markus Seibold, VP Additive Manufacturing at Siemens Energy and Materials Solutions

Image: Siemens

In the context of critical infrastructures such as power

structures with inner channels. With this new design,

plants, speed is by far the most crucial factor when an

the critical areas can be cooled more effectively, thus

operator needs service. In other industries as well, such

preventing material loss. We’re already using the new

as aviation or automotive, operators generally cannot

process for our SGT-4000F and SGT-8000H gas turbine

afford to have their assets kept idle any longer than

blades. And we’re working hard to apply the process to

necessary. For them, downtimes always mean losing

other machine types and components.

revenue, while fixed costs generally continue.

Digital warehouse

Another important requirement is that service should
be as simple as possible, e.g. long-distance transports

While hybrid technologies give service providers a

to repair shops should be avoided whenever possible.

unique selling point, a digital warehouse strategy mainly

If a service provider can not only repair equipment but

increases speed when service is required. Some indus-

also increase its performance as part of a service mea-

tries are already close to realizing this vision today, while

sure, this is a major competitive advantage.

others still need a few years due to the high complexity of their components. In any case, the idea behind

In Siemens Materials Solutions’ many years of experi-

the digital warehouse is a game changer for the spare

ence as a provider of complex services worldwide, and

parts business. At Siemens Energy, we’re working hard

as a pioneer in the industrial application of AM, we’ve

to move some spare parts into a digital warehouse.

learned that there are three key levers for boosting the

We believe the flexibility offered by AM will drastically

service and spare parts business with AM. These levers

reduce lead times and all the disadvantages related

are (1) hybrid technologies, (2) digital warehouses and

to a physical warehouse inventory. We project that a

(3) 3D printing of tooling. I’d like to briefly explain what

digital warehouse will speed up the delivery of criti-

is behind the levers and how we are already successfully

cal parts to our utility customers and further simplify

using them in our service business.

our supply chain.

HybridTech
HybridTech is an innovative method for repairing and
simultaneously upgrading an existing part using the

AM is reducing lead times for spare and replacement
parts significantly, from nearly a year to mere months.
Image: Siemens

laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) metal printing process.
A typical hybrid tech application is the refurbishment
of gas turbine blades in combination with improving
their cooling scheme or further geometrical changes
that increase the power output.
Specifically, we can add cooling structures in critical
areas to prevent blade tip failure. Due to the high temperatures coupled with high gas velocities during a
gas turbine’s operation, burn-off at the blade tip can
occur and ultimately lead to gap formation and a measurable drop in the turbine’s performance. By applying
L-PBF metal printing, we can produce high-resolution
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There are three key levers for boosting
the service and spare parts business
with AM: hybrid technologies, digital
warehouses and 3D printing of tooling
The lead time for a forged and machined SGT6-5000F

time would normally have been nine months had we

turbine isolation ring, for example, is typically one year.

used conventional manufacturing methods. This would

High safety stock levels must be maintained at present

have been far too long for our customer. By utilizing cut-

to ensure that the rings are available when needed.

ting-edge technologies available in our AM network, we

This means the isolation rings often sit on shelves for

were able to drastically reduce the lead time. The first

a long time at a significant cost. These factors made

set of vanes with AM inserts was available in only three

the rings perfect candidates for digital warehousing;

months. And we were able to deliver five additional

moving from machining to additive manufacturing

sets of vanes in time for our customer’s spring outages.

should reduce the lead time by 50 percent. Kevin Sheehan, our Head of Design for Additive Manufacturing,
Large Rotating Equipment, also assumes that the use

Exciting times for AM in
the service business

of AM will not only slash lead time and lower cost, but
also speed production of additional parts, using family

The three AM use cases show that we are entering

qualifications when existing inventories can’t meet

one of the most exciting times in the service business.

unexpected demand for outages. In the coming years,

I personally believe we are still in the early stages of

we will qualify many more components for the digital

digitalization and AM and will be seeing even more

warehouse and then print them as standard parts. This

groundbreaking innovations in the coming years. ◆

will result in shorter delivery times for our customers
and an optimized cash flow for us.

3D printing of tooling
Having the right special tooling available at short notice
is an essential prerequisite for successful service. The
ability to 3D print these tools can significantly reduce
time and effort. We’ve already been able to produce
some tools that couldn’t have been manufactured with
conventional methods.
Around two years ago, for example, we combined an
off-the-shelf motor and blade with a 3D printed custom
circular saw housing while repairing gas turbines in the
field. This enabled us to save 35 weeks with one custom
circular saw. In another case, we 3D printed turbine vane
inserts for an SGT6-5000F gas turbine. The delivery

Siemens Materials Solutions is helping customers
to exploit the benefits of AM for spare parts.
Image: Siemens

Get all the insights
3dpbm Reserach market studies track AM industry developments
and decipher key trends on the insights that matter.

Vist the 3dpbm website or reach out to us any time.

INTERVIEW

From aerospace parts manufacturer
to innovation partner
A conversation with Morf3D Founder and CEO Ivan Madera

Image: SLM Solutions

The additive manufacturing services landscape is as

production system and process aren’t suitably reliable

varied as the AM industry itself, populated by poly-

or qualified for scaling, it effectively becomes impossi-

mer-focused service bureaus, rapid prototyping

ble. “We’ve realized that in order for us to move forward

companies, industry-specific manufacturers and more.

we have to take a few steps backwards and address the

Morf3D, a California-based company founded by Ivan

entire production system. So instead of qualifying the

Madera, generally falls into the latter category, plac-

parts, the idea is to leverage the entire value chain by

ing much of its focus on aerospace, space and defense

partnering with AM system manufacturers, post pro-

applications, but it also does much more.

cessing technology, advanced design and automation
and advanced metrology leaders to certify the produc-

Madera, who is also CEO of Morf3D, spoke to us recently

tion process that makes the end use parts. By qualifying

to illuminate an exciting new venture—the Applied Dig-

the entire production system, repeatability is possible,

ital Manufacturing Center (ADMC)—which is taking the

and it becomes easier to certify and makes the indus-

company to new places in terms of its ambition to indus-

trialization of AM viable.”

trialize metal AM for the aerospace industry. The center
is part of a newly opened 90,000 sq. ft. facility in Long

In the past month or so, Morf3D has made significant

Beach, CA, which also houses Morf3D’s business oper-

advancements in this mission: in the span of a week, the

ations. The ADMC, which was opened shortly after the

company announced partnerships with leading metal

AM service announced a majority share acquisition by

AM technology companies SLM Solutions and EOS.

Japanese multinational Nikon, is enabling Morf3D to

Through these collaborations, Morf3D will soon inte-

morph into what it always intended to be: an innovation

grate two SLM 500 systems and the NXG XII 600 metal

partner not just a parts manufacturer.

3D printer, as well as boast the largest installation of
EOS M 400 series systems under one roof at the ADMC.

“The initial focus for Morf3D was based on my back-

Madera adds that additional announcements will be

ground as a management consultant in business

made highlighting the strength of the ADMC strategy.

transformation and manufacturing and supply chain
strategy, leveraging know-how of methodology, tools,
project management, etc.,” Madera tells us. “Basically
providing a level of consistency from a process standpoint, not just trying to make parts. From the beginning,

Morf3D will soon house the largest installation
of EOS M400 series systems under one roof.
Image: Morf3D

the idea was to take customers from inception to certified flight hardware, and we really wanted to focus on
challenging areas, specifically metal AM and aerospace.
In the last 2-3 years especially, we have really started to
concentrate on differentiating Morf3D.”
The main pathway for setting itself apart from other
metal AM services has been to focus on process instead
of parts. In other words, Morf3D is rethinking how AM
hardware and parts are qualified by going to the roots
of the process. It makes sense: even if a 3D printed part
is validated and qualified for an aerospace application,
what happens when that part needs to be scaled? If the
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Morf3D Founder and CEO, Ivan Madera.
Image: Morf3D

As Madera points out, it may seem surprising to be
partnering with two metal AM competitors, but it actually makes perfect sense to have companies and other
players that have a vested interest in addressing the
complexity of scaling AM in the same room working
together. Because ultimately, they all share the common
goal of industrializing metal AM.
“We need to achieve equivalency across platforms,” he
elaborates. “There’s not going to be a specific platform
that wins this race. Some people think industrialization
is adding more machines and more capability. To me,
that’s not industrialization. We talk about Industry 4.0
all the time, but there’s no integration across the platforms, starting from the CAD package right to the AM

When it comes down to it, Morf3D does produce parts.

process, into quality control. Right now that integration

That will always be a part of its mandate, as it works with

is very siloed. By having all of the players in the same

clients from across the aerospace, space and defense

room, collaborating and communicating on key points

industries. Its in-depth knowledge of aerospace engi-

that are important to the certification of hardware, I think

neering and metal AM (predominantly laser powder

we could get there a lot faster.”

bed fusion) have appealed to aerospace OEMs over
the years as they develop optimized 3D printed com-

By qualifying the AM process—from start to finish—the

ponents that are more lightweight and often higher

aim is to be able to produce identical parts anywhere

performing than their traditional counterparts.

in the world and, crucially, to scale without having
to go back to square one. “We are achieving that

Where the company arguably has the most value, how-

degree of repeatability internally, but to achieve that

ever, is in developing production systems. As Madera

globally we have a lot of work to do. That’s really the

succinctly explains it: “there are tools from different

vision of the ADMC, and why we are working with the

manufacturers, and we are becoming an integrator of

partners we have.”

these tools to produce flight-ready hardware. For example, if you want to develop a product or application, we

It’s a long-term but practical vision. By looking at the big

can develop the entire end-to-end system of work, make

picture and understanding how AM has to evolve—espe-

that production line for you, certify it and install it. Or

cially in the highly regulated aerospace market—Morf3D

we can build the production line internally and you can

will inevitably play a role in the industrialization of metal

buy the parts.”

AM, establishing process repeatability even as machines
are updated and new systems introduced. “It is import-

As we’ve seen, this approach is setting Morf3D apart

ant to have frozen system configurations to make sure

within the AM services landscape. “We’re thinking

that the systems we get today and those we get a year

about how we can scale part production from a sys-

from now are the same,” Madera says. “As new technol-

tems standpoint. All of our core processes and systems

ogies emerge, that becomes more difficult to do: you

and know-how have been centered on solving the prob-

need something consistent so you can scale, you can’t

lem AM services face of how to scale from the one part

be certifying a moving target.”

to the many.” ◆

Let’s Partner
In our monthly eBooks, we cover important
technical advancements, market trends and industry
announcements relevant to each area.
Looking to amplify your brand or establish your market
position? Let’s partner, reach out to us.
We look forward to working with you in 2022!
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